Genomic characterization of the chromosomal breakpoints of t(4;14) of multiple myeloma suggests more than one possible aetiological mechanism.
Using FISH-based techniques, rearrangements of the immunoglobulin heavy-chain (IgH) locus at 14q32 have been found in the majority of cases of multiple myeloma (MM). Some of these IgH translocations are recurrent and we have characterized the genomic breakpoints of seven t(4;14) translocations from MM patients, using a combination of vectorette and conventional polymerase chain reaction methods, the aim being to understand the molecular mechanism leading to MM. Conventionally, the chromosome 14q32 breakpoints in these reciprocal translocations are believed to be located in the IgH mu switch (S) region and a further downstream S region with deletion of intervening DNA occurring as a result of aberrant class switch recombination (CSR); this was seen in five of the cases analysed. However, in two patients it was possible to demonstrate that the rearranged hybrid switch region sequence was joined to DNA from chromosome 4p16, suggesting that IgH translocations can occur in B cells that have already undergone legitimate CSR. The complex nature of these rearrangements leads us to speculate that primary IgH translocations may occur at different time points in the development in MM plasma cells, either at the time of physiological CSR or at a later stage, possibly involving a different mechanism.